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The Tubs & Tiles 
Experience

Cosmopolitan by Mirage
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Tubs & Tiles is Ireland’s largest importer of tiles sourcing 
only the finest qualit y tiles, exclusively from trusted 
manufacturers in Spain and Italy. Our tile partners are 
industry leaders providing exceptional design and a wide 
variety of styles and finishes, producing tiles from superior 
quality materials using the highest technical standards.

Our experienced team will advise you and help you select 
the elements to perfectly match your needs and budget.

• Expert design advice & practical 
guidance

• Appointments available

• Design consultations

• 3D bathroom design service

• Interior Architect consultations
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The Tile 
Collection

In this brochure we are giving you a taste 
of the many beautiful tiles collections we 
have on offer. We invite you to visit our 
showrooms where you can browse the full 
choice available and experience the distinctive 
details, textures and tones of each range.

Lemmy by Mirage
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Slab Large 
Format Tiles

Cosmopolitan by Mirage

Tile slabs beautifully showcase the veining and patterns you would find in marble, 
the nuances of stone and the distinct properties of concrete to create a dramatic 
finish for both commercial and domestic interior design. The large sizes can 
offer a seamless transition between walls and floors and lend a visual continuity 
to any surface. As there will be fewer grout lines and the tiles can be fitted with 
a minimum gap of just 1mm any lines will be less perceptible contributing to the 
streamlined aesthetic. 

Mirage have over 60 colour options in concrete resin, marble, metal and stone 
effect. Many of these are available in a range of sizes with a thickness of 6, 9, 12 and 
20mm to suit a variety of applications from floors and wall cladding, counter tops 
in kitchens and bathrooms, shower trays, shelves, benches, furniture and much 
more. 

Slab Sizes Available 120x120, 160x160, 120x240, 120x278, 160x320cm
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Tubs & Tiles 
Commercial

Center Parcs, Longford
University Concert Hall, Limerick
Powerscourt Distillery
The Spa at Johnstown Estate
Glenlo Abbey Hotel, Galway 

Galmount Hotel, Galway
The Westin, Dublin 
City West Hotel 
Castlemartyr Resort, Cork
Ashford Castle, Mayo

Supermacs Plaza
Spar
Londis
Circle K
McDonalds

A SELECTION OF RECENT COMMERCIAL PROJECTS 

A&E Department,Tallaght Hospital
Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital, Drogheda
Pallas Foods, Blanchardstown
Deutshce Bank, Dublin
Sweepstakes Building, Ballsbridge
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The Tubs & Tiles Commercial Team work with architects 
and developers to propose solutions and specify tiles and 
sanitary ware for a variety of commercial projects and multi 
residential developments. 

The team can assist with the specification of tiles based 
on individual project requirements and have particular 
expertise in specifying for residential developments, the 
hotel and leisure industry, retail projects, schools and colleges, 
healthcare and nursing homes. 

Cosmopolitan by Mirage
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SLIP RESISTANT ‘R’ RATING
‘R’ value indicate the level of slip resistance of a tile. It stands for ‘ramp test’. This ‘R’ value 
ranges from R9, which has a small degree of slip resistance, up to R13, which is the highest slip 
resistance. 
R9, R10 and R11 Slip Stop are suitable for walkways, halls, conservatories, kitchens and 
bathrooms. A minimum rating of R10 is required for use in wetrooms but we highly 
recommend R11 rated tiles. 

Standard tiles with slip resistance higher than R10 can make daily cleaning and maintenance 
more difficult, therefore these are not recommended for typical domestic settings, however 
R11 Slip Stop Smooth ranges are suitable as they have a smooth finish. R11 is required for 
outdoor use and may also be required in commercial settings or some grant aided domestic 
projects.

R11 SLIP STOP SMOOTH
When wet the R11 Slip Stop Smooth tile surface combines the high performance of an R11 
anti slip tile with a soft, smooth texture which is easy to clean and maintain.

BAREFOOT 
Barefoot classification of floors looks at the slip resistance of tiles tested on an inclined surface 
with a pre-determined slope angle and they are then classified according to rating groups A, 
B and C. Barefoot “Class A” are suitable for barefoot walkways, mainly dry areas; “Class B” are 
suitable for showers, pool surrounds and “Class C” are suitable for steps into water and walk-
through pools or similar. Class C is the highest anti slip rating

PENDULUM TEST VALUE PTV
This test measures dynamic coefficient of friction (CoF) which is designed to replicate a 
pedestrian heel strike, the point at which most slips occur. It can be used to accurately test 
the slip potential on clean and dry or contaminated floors. Higher PTV’s may be required 
if walking on a non-level surface, a surface where pedestrians turn or otherwise higher risk 
surface, for example stairs, wet areas, swimming pools or sporting areas.

PTV slip probabilities if straight walking on a horizontal surface are 
- PTV of 20 indicates a 1 in 2 probability of a slip 
- PTV of 24 indicates a 1 in 20 probability of a slip 
- PTV of 27 indicates a 1 in 200 probability of a slip 
- PTV of 36 indicates a 1 in 1 million probability of a slip

STEPWISE TECHNOLOGY 
The tiles produced using this new technology have a high degree of slip resistance giving you 
a surface which is soft to the touch and easy to clean since it has no superficial roughness. 
Stepwise is applied to the body of the tile prior to it being glazed and fired rather than to the 
surface of the tile which assists and enhances the final look, surface finish and slip resistant 
nature of the tile.

Tiles with slip resistance are required for commercial projects and outdoor tiles but are also 
suitable for areas of the home where wet floors may pose a safety risk. There are several types 
of slip resistance tests and rating with details below and the experienced sales team will be able 
to advise you on the best options for your needs.

Slip Resistance Guide
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Lemmy by Mirage
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Tile Terms

Lemmy by Mirage
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PORCELAIN
Porcelain is strong, durable and water resistant making it ideal for high 
traffic areas in homes or commercial settings. It also offers amazing 
opportunities for creative design and can mimic the subtle nuances of 
natural stone, wood and other time worn materials. 

GLOSSY PORCELAIN
A gloss tile has a shiny glaze layer applied to the tile. Glossy porcelain is 
not as durable as polished porcelain and could be liable to marking or 
scratches in high traffic areas.

POLISHED PORCELAIN
Porcelain naturally has a rough finish but it can be mechanically polished 
to produce a high gloss shine. Some polished porcelain is pre-sealed 
and some requires sealing to protect the gloss surface. Tiles supplied by 
Tubs & Tiles will be pre-sealed.

SEMI POLISHED OR LAPPATO 
A Lappato finish is achieved by polishing the tile’s surface but not long 
enough to attain the luster of a typical polished tile resulting in a tile 
that reflects some light but also has some slip resistant properties. The 
level of polishing varies between ranges and manufacturer. 

DOUBLE LOADED PORCELAIN
Double loaded porcelain is pressed twice under extreme heat for a 
longer period of time resulting in an exceptionally strong tile with a 
finish that is stain, chemical, frost and abrasion resistant.

NON RECTIFIED
This refers to any tile that has natural edges that have not been 
mechanically straightened after cutting meaning that tile does not have 
100% sharp edge. Larger grout lines will need to be used in order to fit 
these tiles together, fill in the gaps, and hide their little differences.

RECTIFIED
Rectified tiles are cut after they are fired to produce a sharp, precise 
edge – this is ideal for large format tiles and when you want the grout 
lines to be less visible.

FULL BODY PORCELAIN
The raw materials are blended, pressed and fired to get full body or 
through body tiles which means patterns, veins and grains are visible 
from the surface through the body of the tile making it durable, hard 
wearing and suitable for both domestic & commercial use.

OUTDOOR PORCELAIN
Standard 10mm and extra thick 20mm porcelain tiles with a R11 anti-
slip rating can be used outdoors provided they are fixed with suitable 
adhesive. Tiles will not fade, are frost and moisture resistant, and easy to 
clean and maintain as they resist stains, moss and mould growth. 

GLAZED TILES
The porcelain or ceramic has a glaze applied to the surface before 
firing. Glazed porcelain can be single colour or feature design 
or patterns which can be applied by printer providing infinite 
possibilities.

CERAMIC 
Ceramic tiles are made from natural clay, sand and water and have a 
glaze with the colour and design applied before being fired at high 
temperature. Ceramic is ideal for tiles in bathrooms and as a kitchen 
backsplash. Ceramic is usually less expensive than porcelain.

WHITE OR RED BODY TILES
This refers to the colour of the clay body which is underneath the 
coloured or decorative glaze. The colour is determined by where 
the clay is sourced. White body tiles are strong and have a low water 
absorption rate making it ideal for bathroom walls and floors.

NATURAL STONE
Natural stone has a warm, tactile look with each piece having 
distinctive veins, swirls and striations created by nature to make it a 
very special addition to any design. Natural stone includes marble, 
travertine, limestone, slate and granite and with careful installation, 
maintenance and cleaning your tiles will age beautifully as only 
natural stone can. 

BOCCIARDATA OR STRUCTURED
This refers to porcelain or natural stone tiles which have been 
processed to have a textured finish that is somewhat rough and can 
lend a time worn matt look. This finish offers slip resistance. 

ENCAUSTIC STYLE
This style replicates the traditional manufacturing technique 
whereby the pattern is inlaid into the tile body by using different 
colors of clay. 

MAJOLICA STYLE
This style mimics the traditional manufacturing technique whereby 
a thick glaze was applied to tiles onto which intricate colour and 
patterns were applied - the thickness gives a 3D appearance to the 
tile. Eden & Frame by Ragno are inspired by this style.
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Our team of designers will combines technical 
knowledge with creative skill to provide you with 
wonderful home and bathroom designs that works 
beautifully while also providing a style that looks 
amazing! We will advise you on how to maximise the 
space available in your home and ensure your bathroom 
functions effectively for all members of the household. 

3D Bathroom 
Design Service



The Design Process

STEP 1

> > >>

STEP 4STEP 2

Send Us Your 
Bathroom Layout 

& Dimensions

3D Bathroom 
Design Visuals

Design 
Consultation

Visualise your dream bathroom with realistic 
3D images and a 360 degree view so you 
can be confident in your bathroom design 
choices

Our designers will provide a full product 
specification and a detailed scaled fit out 
plan to ensure your installer has all the 
information needed to create the perfect 
end result.

STEP 3

Choose Your 
Tiles, Bathroom 

Furniture & Ware

STEP 5

Scaled Fitting Plan
& Installation Guide

Arrange a consultation with your local branch or contact us on 090 6424000 or info@tubstiles.ie and we will 
guide you in the bathroom design process so you can be sure your dream bathroom will become a reality!

Arrange a consultation with your local 
branch or contact us on 090 6424000 
or info@tubstiles.ie
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Eterna by Ragno
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Anti-Bacterial
Porcelain

Healthier, cleaner interiors in the places where we live and 
work, and the locations where we meet, socialise, relax and 
entertain friends and family, are once again the focus of 
attention. The main source of indoor pollution consists of 
almost invisible bacteria, mould and fungi, which can cause 
allergies and increase the symptoms of asthma. 

The new anti-microbe technology for tiles inhibits the 
growth and reproduction of pathogen microorganisms, such 
as bacteria and fungi, by up to 99.9% thereby neutralising 
unpleasant smells. 

A silver ion treatment is incorporated in the tile and so is 
constantly active on the surface meaning it is effective over 
the lifetime of the tile. As it is a natural silver based formula it is 
safe and approved for contact with food surfaces.

This specialist technological treatment for active protection 
against germs and bacteria was developed to make our 
residential and commercial interiors fresher and cleaner.
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ETERNA
R10

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead 

TimeRectifiedAnti-
Bacterial

Stone
Look Matt

Ceramic
Wall

Eterna is a stone-look collection in which subtle graphic patterns, 
evocations of sea-shells and mixed variants with marble inserts.

Size Options Wall 30x90 Wall & Floor 30x60, 60x60, 60x120cm

Blanco Arena Gris MixGreige Multi-Colour Mix Beige Mix

WITH CLEANOUT ANTIBACTERIAL PROTECTION

NEW
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Good to Know!

CleanOut Antibacterial Protection has an integrated 
anti-microbial protection that inhibits microorganisms, 
such as bacteria and mould by up to 99.9% - 
neutralising unpleasant smells. This treatment is 
unaffected by wear and will offer protection over the 
lifetime of the tile. As it is a natural silver based formula 
it is safe and approved for contact with food surfaces.

CLEAN
OUT ANTIBACTERIAL 

PROTECTION
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Size Options 60x60, 80x80, 60x120cm  Mosaic 30x30cm Approx

Ceniza

Ceniza

Crema

Crema

Mostaza Ceniza Amasia

Mostaza Mostaza Rheico

Gris

Gris

Nuez Gris Mosaic Gea Crema Rheico

Nuez Nuez Mosaic Gea

NEW

PANGEA
R10

Anti-Slip Spanish Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead 

TimeRectifiedAnti-
Bacterial

Terrazzo
Look Matt

Pangea reflects a natural landscape with a depth of colour 
variants and irregular patterning typical of the terrazzo style.
This carefully balanced design is complete with the new anti-
bacterial technology incorporated into its structure.

AB|C - ANTIBACTERIAL CERAMIC PROTECTION
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Jewels by Mirage - Marble
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Marble Look
Porcelain

Marble is one of nature’s most beautiful natural materials and 
has been adorning buildings across the world for centuries. The 
innovations in tile design and production techniques mean that 
porcelain can now accurately reflect the depth of character, the 
subtle variations and the nuances of colour that you would find in 
marble while also offering the durability and strength of porcelain.  

Large format tiles look wonderful in marble collections and the 
flexibility of porcelain means that the tiles can be used not only as 
floor and wall covering but also in other areas of the home such 
as shower trays, counter tops, sinks, seating, shelving and more.

Marble effect tiles can be paired with the warmth of wood or 
combined with stone effect tiles in a complementary tone to 
create unique and distinctive finishes in any room.
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JEWELS

Size Options 15x60, 30x60, 60x60, 60x120, 120x120, 120x240, 120x278, 160x160, 160x320cm    
Thickness Options 6, 9, 12mm

Bianco Statuario

Travertino Classico

Bianco LunensisCalacatta Reale

Opera Beige Statuario Lunensis

Trevi

Statuario Venato

Gioia White Royal

Elegant WhiteSuper White

Onyks

Emperador Raymi Black GoldFumo Di Londra Monless

R9
Anti-Slip Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on Some

Slimline
Options

Marble
Look PolishedMatt

Jewels faithfully reproduces the charm of natural marble with 
precise fine veining effects, realistic nuances of colour and 
an intense harmony of shades.. This is an incredibly versatile 
collection due to the range of colours, thicknesses and sizes.

Good to Know!

The wonderful variations of 
these marble effect tiles can 
be showcased in a variety of 
creative design applications 
such as washbasins, shower 
trays, bathroom consoles, 
counter-tops, shelving and 
furniture. 
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COSMOPOLITAN
R9

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time 

on SomeRectifiedMarble
Look PolishedMatt

The Cosmopolitan collection provides a faithful reproduction 
of the finest marbles, mimicking the wealth of detail and the 
random veining pattern that can be found in the natural stone. 

Mystic Grey AmazzoniteWhite CrystalStatuario FantasticoStatuario Extra Arabescato OroCalacatta Gold

Size Options 80x80, 120x120, 80x160, 120x240, 120x278cm
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WANDERLUST Uniquely beautiful elements inspired by travels from Italy 
to France, Brazil to Mexico and on to Madagascar result in 
a collection of exclusive marble look porcelain stoneware.

Size Options Thickness 6mm 120x278cm    Selected Colours 80x80, 80x160cm

Libeccio AnticoAzul Puro Labraodite Dark Cosmo Saint Laurent Calacatta Copper Onice Brown

Agata Blue Agata Multicolor Agata Black

Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead 

TimeRectifiedMarble
Look Polished Slimline

6mm

NEW
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This collection evokes a selection of the choicest varieties of marble 
nature has to offer.  Incanto adapts to different settings due to the 
soft or strong colours with intense variations in shade, finely balanced 
textures and a luminosity for a strikingly contemporary style.

Breccia Pernice

Verde Antigua

Calacatta Nobile

Statuario Venato

Grafite

Emperador

Bardiglio

Crux Grey

Paonazzetto

Michelangelo

Cremo Delicato 

Breccia Aurora

INCANTO
Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead 
Time

Slimline
6mm

Marble
Look PolishedMatt

Size Options Thickness 6mm  120x278, 120x120, 60x120cm   Thickness 10mm  75x150, 75x75, 60x60, 30x60cm

Sky Black

NEW
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Bistrot marble look tiles bring the harmony and elegance of 
nature into your home, revealing a wealth of graphic details with 
tactile surfaces to create a striking overall effect. BISTROT

Anti-Slip
R9 Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead 
TimeRectifiedMarble

Look PolishedMatt

Marfil Crux Taupe Crux GreyCremo DelicatoCalacattaPietrasanta ArabescatoStatuario

Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 75x75, 75x150cm
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Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 75x75, 75x150cm

Augustus EmperadorGrafite Infinity Crux GreyPietrasantaMosaic Crux TaupeMosaic Pietrasanta
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Maiora slimline porcelain stoneware slabs by Ragno beautifully 
recreate luminous marble in six classic styles each with a strong 
and expressive personality. The large formats in a slimline 6mm 
size can be used to wonderful effect on both walls and floors.

EmperadorArabescato PaonazzettoGrafiteStatuario Calacatta Oro

MAIORA
Matt R9
Anti-Slip Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead 
Time

Slimline
6mm

Marble
Look PolishedMatt

Size Options 120x120, 120x240cm

Bianco
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Concert is inspired by a painting of Vermeer which features 
the geometric black stone and white marble compositions 
typical of the floors of houses in the 1600s. This range features 
modular formats, mosaics and special pieces which can 
combine to create classic sophisticated environments.

CONCERT

Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain RectifiedMarble

Look Matt Lead Time
on Some
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Black

White

Size Options 40x40, 13x40, 13x13cm   Hexagonal 16.7x14.5cm  Mosaic 30x30cm

NEW
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Velvet is a wonderful collection of marble effect tiles which 
reflect the beauty of precious marble stone, worn by time 
to produce hollow veins and subtle differences in shading 
and tones. The surfaces are naturally satined without losing 
the technical performance.

White

White Mosaic

White ChevronAlmond

Almond Mosaic

Almond ChevronGrey

Grey Mosaic

Grey Chevron

VELVET

Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 60x120, 80x80cm 

Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain RectifiedMarble

Look Matt Lead Time
on Some
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Lagoon by Mirage
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Stone Look
Porcelain

The multitude of possibilities in natural stone is reproduced 
in painstaking detail in our collection of beautiful stone 
look porcelain tiles. Inspiration comes from classic stone 
compositions from around the world and each showcases 
a wealth of detail and striking tonal variations and are made 
available in strong and durable porcelain tiles.

Stone tiles look wonderful in open plan kitchen and living 
areas and with the variety of anti-slip options you can carry 
the stone effect seamlessly to the outdoors. The design 
possibilities are endless with stone effect tiles which can be 
paired beautifully with the warmth of wood or can pick up 
and accentuate the intricacies of marble’s delicate veining.
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SILVERLAKE
R10

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead 

TimeRectifiedStone
Look Matt

The Silverlake collection is a new take on quartzite stone effect tiles, 
complete with elegant nuances, painstaking details and soft veining effects, 
which are obtained thanks to the advanced production technology’s ability 
to faithfully reproduce the variable colours of the natural material.

Size Options 15x60, 30x60, 60x60, 60x120cm

OrsiMoroNemiBraies MoritzResia
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LAGOON
R10

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead 

TimeRectifiedStone
Look Matt

Lagoon is inspired by the intriguing Cardoso stone featuring its exquisite 
detail and depth of colour. The stylish, skilfully balanced, subtle veining 
effects and tone-on-tone streaks give the collection a contemporary 
character with a warm, inviting touch.

Size Options 15x60, 30x60, 60x60, 60x120cm

AtmosphereMoonbeam CloudburstSandshell Sharkskin
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NA.ME 
WARM

R10R9
Anti-SlipAnti-Slip Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead 
TimeRectifiedStone

Look

Warm, soft Mediterranean stone carved by time inspires the 
Na.Me collection’s warm toned style. Smooth colours, authentic, 
profound nuances, veining details and inclusions reflect the variety 
of natural stone.

Size Options 15x60, 30x60, 60x60, 60x120, 120x120cm 

Bone TravertineJura Beige Ocean GreyBourgogne

Matt
Natural
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NA.ME 
COOL

R10R9
Anti-SlipAnti-Slip Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead 
TimeRectifiedStone

Look
Matt

Natural

Nordic style, dusty colours, simple and stylish. The Na.Me cool toned style 
conveys the beauty of modest, unpretentious simplicity derived from 
being an integral part of nature which has acquired a unique character as 
time passes.

Size Options 15x60, 30x60, 60x60, 60x120, 120x120cm 

Gris BelgeOvercastLumnezia
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REALSTONE
PIETRANTICA

R10
Anti-Slip Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomeRectifiedStone

Look Matt

This collection is a contemporary interpretation of natural stone 
with distinctive uneven yet rectified edges. The neutral, subtle 
colours and aged style evoke the elegance and warmth of old 
country homes. 
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Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 60x120cm 

Mosaic Bianco

Mosaic Beige

Bianco Beige Multi-Colour

Mosaic Multi-Colour
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REALSTONE
SLATE

R10
Anti-Slip Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead 
TimeRectifiedStone

Look Matt

Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 75x75, 75x150cm

The Realstone Slate range reflects the material strength of slate in porcelain 
stoneware. The nuanced shades are sober and sophisticated with a 
pleasing visual richness in the varied tones and graphic details.

Shell Ice Ice Mosaic

Black Mosaic Shell Freccia Mosaic

Shell MosaicIron Musk Black

Iron Freccia Mosaic

Iron Mosaic

Musk Mosaic
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REALSTONE
RAIN

R9 R10
Anti-Slip Anti-Slip Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomeRectifiedStone

Look Matt

Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 75x75, 75x150, 120x120cm

Realstone Rain is inspired by limestone with minimal, uniform patterning 
and subtle shade variation in various tones of greige, which gives it a rich 
diversity and contemporary elegance. Colours can be mixed together in a 
new blending concept while mosaics can be used on floors and walls.

Almond Almond Mosaic

Almond

Taupe Taupe Mosaic Mix

Taupe

Greige Greige Mosaic

Greige

Mix Rombi
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CREEK
R9

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedStone
Look Matt

This minimalist stone effect floor tile collection showcases natural veining 
and rich patterning to impart a timeless beauty. The five natural, carefully 
calibrated colours are supported by mosaics, décors and structured 
surfaces.  The result is a coordinated contemporary design.
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Size Options 60x60, 60x120cm

BiancoAnthracite

AnthraciteBeige

GrigioBianco Avorio

Grigio Décor

Grigio

Avorio Décor

Avorio Beige
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STREAM
R9

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedStone
Look Matt

Size Options10x30, 10x60, 30x60, 60x60, 60x120cm 

This collection was created to mimic the beauty of natural travertine with 
its characteristic veining, which is obtained by cutting the block of stone 
longitudinally or transversally (veincut or crosscut). Graphics and veins look 
extremely natural with the use of the innovative 3D Shaped Technology.

Bone Silver

Bone Mosaic

Bone Mosaic

Bone ChevronSilver Mosaic

Silver Mosaic

Silver Chevron
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YERA
Spanish Floor

& Wall PorcelainCeramic Lead Time
on SomeRectifiedStone

Look Matt

Yera is a new stone look porcelain with three colours with a 
wealth of variation and subtle nuances in tone that reflect the 
beauty of nature.

NEW

R10
Anti-Slip
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Size Options Wall 30x90cm Wall & Floor 60x60, 90x90, 60x120cm

GreyNatural

Natural Art Decor Natural Concept Decor Beige Concept Decor 

Beige
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ICONIC
R10

Anti-Slip Spanish Floor
& Wall

PorcelainCeramic Lead Time
on SomeRectifiedStone

Look Matt

Size Options Wall 30x90cm  Wall & Floor 60x60, 75x75cm

The high shade variation of each piece adds character to the 
tiles offering graphic variety and visual richness. The minimalist 
collection brings an air of modernity that is perfect for both 
contemporary environments and traditional spaces.

GreyAvorio
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STORM
R10 Spanish Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomeRectifiedStone

Look Matt

Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 45x90, 90x90, 120x120, 60x120, 75x150cm

Storm is a stone effect glazed porcelain which conveys depth and warmth. 
Its smooth look texture with delicate veining and tonal variations is 
available in four natural colours that will suit any decor. 

White CreamGrey Cloud

Anti-Slip
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OVERLAND
R10

Anti-Slip Spanish Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedStone
Look Matt

Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 60x120cm

Overland wall and floor tiles reflect the beautiful yet subtle variations that 
you would find in natural stone. The colour palette of muted natural tones 
is sophisticated and elegant while the range is enhanced by the classic and 
hexagonal mosaic décor tiles.

PearlSand Pearl Hexagono Anthracite HexagonoSand Hexagono Greige HexagonoAnthraciteGreige
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Glocal by Mirage
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Concrete & 
Clay Look
Porcelain
Concrete as a design feature in interior architecture is an enduring 
trend and tiles inspired by concrete are an elegant interpretation 
of  this minimal contemporary character which will led an urban 
or industrial nature to any room. Concrete is full of character in 
the natural effects and colour variations and this is replicated in 
tiles with all the ease of maintenance and durability benefits that 
only porcelain can offer.

Clay is a traditional material in tile manufacturing and this heritage 
is reflected in the contemporary designs which are created with 
the strength of porcelain. 
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GLOCAL
R10R9

Anti-SlipAnti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedMatt

Glocal is inspired by the power of concrete. It is a neutral, exceptionally 
versatile collection with a light, delicate look and a clean-cut texture. It is 
available in nine neutral shades, ranging from white to anthracite, as well 
as a series of cold and warm grey nuances that combine attractively.

Size Options 15x60, 30x60, 60x60, 60x120, 80x80, 120x120, 120x240, 160x160, 120x278, 160x320cm

Type Sugar GingerClear

Toffee

AbsoluteClassic

Chamois

Perfect

CortenIron

Ideal

Good to Know!
 
Outdoor options in this range are available in 
the same colours so that you can seamlessly 
extend your living space to your patio or terrace.

Outdoor  
Option

Concrete
Look
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Clay features a slightly shiny effect on a matt surface in a 
palette of dense colours, both warm and cool. The three 
colours with a contemporary soul: cotto, mustard and 
petrol blue, bring a touch of character to any setting.

CLAY
R10R9

Anti-SlipAnti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead 

Time
Clay
Look Matt

Size Options  45x45, 30x60, 60x60, 20x80, 40x80, 80x80, 60x120, 120x120cm

KarmaGlee Grace

TrustFancy ShyVerveCalm AwakeDelight

NEW
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STRATFORD
R10

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedOutdoor  
Option Matt

Stratford has depth and richness in the tactile concrete-look 
surfaces. The look is enhanced with fresh accents of colour and 
a slightly uneven, matt texture which has a time worn beauty 
that looks great in contemporary settings.

Size Options 120x120, 21x18, 30x60, 60x60, 60x120, 75x75, 75x150cm

Herringbone Mosaic 30x30cm - available in all colours Hexagonal 21x18.2cm - available in all colours

Beige

Beige

Red

Blue

White

White

Dark Grey

Dark Grey

Clay

Clay

Grey

Grey

Green 

Green 

Blue

Grey

StepwiseConcrete
Look

NEW
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Good to Know!

StepWise technology 
provides a high degree of slip 
resistance yet is smooth to 
touch and easy to clean!
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CONCEPT
R10

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedOutdoor  
Option Matt

Concept is today’s interpretation of concrete for sophisticated design. 
Its slightly structured surface combines with plain, neutral shades for a 
minimalist design scheme offering a unique interior design opportunity. 
The mosaic is the ideal covering for semi-curved areas while the 
delicate patterning of the décor pieces is subtle and sophisticated.

Size Options 30x60, 45x45, 60x60, 75x75, 60x120cm

Grigio

Mosaic Bianco

Bianco Nero

Mosaic Greige Mosaic Grigio Mosaic Fango Mosaic Nero

Fango

Mosaic Beige

Beige Greige

Concrete
Look
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BOOM
R11R9

Anti-SlipAnti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedConcrete
Look Matt

Inspired by the originality of industrial floorings marked by the 
passing of time and people’s activities, Boom recalls the rich shades 
and variegated patterning of concrete in neutral, timeless colours for 
a look that is simple, beautiful and balanced, making it ideal in simple 
interiors with a metropolitan, romantic, elegant and modern style.

Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 75x75, 75x150cm
 

Sabbia Mosaic Acciaio Mosaic

Luce Luce MosaicPiomboSabbia Acciaio Calce

Piombo Mosaic
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REPLACE
R10R9

Anti-SlipAnti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedConcrete
Look Matt

The Replace matt porcelain collection has a delicate, patinated 
concrete look which is subtly varied with almost imperceptible 
shade differences. The elegant, sophisticated design extends to the 
matching wall coverings which have a beautiful handmade look.
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Size Options Matt R9 60x120cm, R10 60x60

Grigio

Anthracite

AnthraciteTortora

BiancoGrigio

Beige Beige DécorBianco Grigio Décor

Beige Tortora
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Maiora slimline porcelain stoneware slabs by Ragno beautifully 
recreate the power and strength of concrete. The large formats 
in a slimline 6mm size can be used to wonderful effect on both 
walls and floors.

Bianco Grigio Chiaro Grigio Scuro

MAIORA
Matt R10
Anti-Slip Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead 
Time

Slimline
6mm

Concrete
Look PolishedMatt

Size Options 120x120, 120x240cm
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Lemmy by Mirage
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Metal 
Look Tiles

Metal is a distinctive material in architecture as its character 
is defined by the environmental conditions which can 
result in a myriad of variations caused by oxidation and the 
inevitable wear of time. 

This intriguing look is captured in the ranges of metal 
look tiles which showcase the variations in the iridescence 
and wear which you would expect to see in the natural 
materials.
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LEMMY
R9 PTV 

+36Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedMatt

Metals aged and scratched by the passage of time and the remarkable 
colour contrasts between the original material and the opaque marks 
typical of aging metal, characterise this distinctive collection. The neutral 
shades team beautifully with the coral, petrol blue and green options to 
bring an elegant, unconventional touch.

Size Options 15x60, 30x60, 60x60, 80x80, 60x120, 120x120, 120x278cm

Outdoor  
Option

Metal
Look

ViridiumIndio Pumpkin

King After GlowVenomPalladium ExcaliburNimbus

Best Interior Design Product: Irish Architecture Expo 2019
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IRONSTONE
R9

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead 

TimeRectifiedMetal
Look Matt

Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 75x75, 75x150cm

Ironstone showcases the unique iridescence of metal on 
the satin surfaces of these fine porcelain tiles. This range 
has an urban style with daring tone contrasts and four 
contemporary colours.

Ghisa BiancoArgento Corten

Tribale Ghisa Flora ArgentoTribale Bianco

Mosaic Ghisa Mosaic Bianco

Tribale Argento Flora BiancoTribale Corten

Mosaic Argento Mosaic Corten
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YURI
R10

Anti-Slip Spanish Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedMatt

Yuri is a metal look tile with distinctive tone, texture and 
shade variations as you would find with time worn metal 
showing slight oxidation and surface gradients.

Size Options 60x60, 120x120cm

Metal
Look

Good to Know!
 
90Tile is comprised of a total 
of 90% recycled content 
including water, mineral and 
raw materials is used in the 
manufacturing process. 

90 TILE - 90% RECYCLED MATERIALS 

Basalto Grafito ArenaCaldera

NEW
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90Tile
90% recycled content 
including water, mineral 
& raw materials
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MELT
Spanish Floor

& Wall Porcelain Rectified Lead TimeMetal
Look Matt

Oxidized and corroded metal sheets are an inspiration for 
Melt. Oxyd tells the story of the iron oxidation processes 
while Pewter showcases indept variation of aged metal.

Size Options 20x120, 60x30, 60x60, 60x120cm

Pewter Oxyd
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METAL
Spanish Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on Some

Metal
Look Matt

As the name conveys this exceptional range has a subtle metallic 
effect which lends to the creation of an industrial décor while 
the large format provides for strong visual continuity and a sleek 
finish. This range would look amazing when paired with time 
worn, wood effect tiles.

Size Options 60x60, 60x120 Thickness 10mm 120x260cm Thickness 6mm 

Iron ZincSilverRust
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Jurupa by Mirage
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Wood is one of natures most precious gifts to the world 
of interior design and the advances in tile production 
technology mean that the abundant variety of colours, 
veining, textures and styles has been captured in the latest 
collections of wood look porcelain tiles. 

Porcelain provides the warm and inviting feeling of real 
wood with the benefits of being water, stain and scratch 
resistant while also being an efficient floor covering for 
use with underfloor heating. Porcelain is easy to clean and 
requires no ongoing maintenance. We can also offer a range 
of wood tone grouts to complete the natural look.

Wood Look
Porcelain
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JURUPA
R11R9

Anti-SlipAnti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedMatt

Jurupa is a classic wood look tile collection with a perfectly smooth blend 
of warmth and elegance which is available in 5 sophisticated neutral shades.

Size Options 20x120, 30x240cm 

Basic Cool Master Camp Wild

Outdoor  
Option

Wood
Look

NEW
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SIGNATURE
R9

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead 

TimeRectifiedMatt

Signature wood look tile collection conveys character and personality as 
you would find in natural wood. Chromatic tones, surfaces and varying 
sizes create warm, unique and striking spaces. 

Size Options 20x120, 30x120cm 

Artico Magnolia Alpine Havana Dakota

Outdoor  
Option

Wood
Look

NEW
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Good to Know!
 
Wood look tiles can lend an 
intriguing look when used 
on walls or as a feature in 
shower areas.
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WOODMANIA
R11R10

Anti-SlipAnti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedOutdoor  
Option Matt

Woodmania showcases vein patterns, soft hues and a large 
degree of shade variation that conveys the beauty of time 
worn wood with an unmistakable contemporary touch. 

Size Options 20x120cm

Wood
Look

Ash Carmel

Ivory

Musk

Honey
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WOODGLAM
R9

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on Some
Wood
Look Matt

Woodglam is inspired by oak and showcases its classic 
patterning and natural variations in shade for a simple, 
timeless style. Its smaller size makes it the perfect choice 
for the wonderful herringbone laying pattern.

Size Options 10x70cm
 

Grigio

Noce

Naturale

Tortora
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Good to Know!
 
This 10x70cm plank size 
looks great in a herringbone 
laying pattern.
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WOODTALE
R9

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Rectified Lead Time

on Some
Wood
Look Matt

WoodTale by Ragno is inspired by salvaged oak with large 
rectified wood look slabs that show all the vein patterns, 
knots and strong colour contrasts of time worn, natural oak 
matched by an authentic “feel” surface on every single board.

Size Options Laid in Single or Mixed Plank Sizes 15x120, 20x120, 30x120cm
 

Noce

Nocciola Miele

Quercia Betulla
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WOODSTORY
R9

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Rectified Lead Time

on Some
Wood
Look Matt

WoodStory evokes the very essence of oak conveying 
the natural wood’s rich surface, with its beautiful 
characteristics and depth of colour variations. 

Size Options  15x90cm

Grigio MarroneTortora

Beige Bianco
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W3
R10

Anti-Slip Spanish Floor
& Wall Porcelain Rectified Lead Time

on Some
Wood
Look Matt

W3 is inspired by the majestic oak and thanks to the latest 3D technology 
the surface of the tile reproduces the look and feel of real oak timber in 
natural shades. The realism and tactile nature of the3D finish is a stunning 
new feature of wood look porcelain.

Size Options 20x120cm

Class Amber

Burl Coffee

Patin Beige

Class Cream Burl Honey Patin Almond

Class Nut

Burl Cookie

Patin Brown

NEW
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Good to Know!
 
3D Shaped Technology is a new 
technique in tile production which 
gives maximum realism to tiles 
through a 3D surface forming 
process that enhances the look 
and feel of wood look tiles while 
preserving the characteristics of 
strength, durability and ease of 
cleaning typical of porcelain tiles.
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Norr by Mirage
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Terrazzo Style
Porcelain

Terrazzo is a traditional style of tile which has made a massive 
resurgence in popularity over recent times. Terrazzo tiles are 
traditionally made using chips of materials set in concrete and 
polished to give a smooth surface. The chips were usually 
marble or stone but can be glass, quartz, shell or metal. 

Modern production techniques mean that the Terrazzo 
effect can be faithfully produced in porcelain for a strong 
and durable finish that resists stains and is easy to maintain. 
Porcelain can also have anti-slip qualities making it suitable for 
all areas of the home and for use outdoors.
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NORR 2.0
R9 R10 R11

Anti-Slip Anti-Slip Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead 

TimeRectifiedTerrazzo
Look Matt

The Norr 2.0 texture is inspired by Ceppo di Gré stone which has an 
attractively irregular pattern in shades of grey. The Iconic tiles have a thicker 
grain and a striking material component while the MicroMood effect 
displays a more subtle look.
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Size Options Natural 15x60, 30x60, 60x60, 60x120, 120x120cm 6mm thickness 120x278cm 
Structured 20mm thickness 60x60cm for outdoor use

Gra

Gra

Vit

Vit

Melk

Melk

Svart

Svart

Farge

Farge

MicroMood

Iconic
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REALSTONE
NAVIGLI

R10
Anti-Slip ItalianOutdoor 

Option
Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomeRectifiedStep

Wise
Terrazzo

Look Matt

Realstone Navigli is highly expressive and has a tactile richness that is 
inspired by the traditional surface created by mixing fragments of Ceppo 
di Gré and cement. This range is ideal for indoor and outdoor spaces for a 
design that is connected by the same distinct style.
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Size Options 30x60, 60x60, 75x75, 75x150cm

Good to Know!

StepWise technology 
provides a high degree of 
slip resistance yet is smooth 
to touch and easy to clean!

Grigio 3D Mosaic Naturale3D Mosaic Grigio Mosaic NaturaleNaturale Mosaic Grigio
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R10
Anti-Slip

Stracciatella is inspired by the distinctive Terrazzo style of 
creating tiles liberally embedded with marble chips. These 
porcelain tiles reflect the character of this style in durable 
matt porcelain which is suitable for both walls and floors.

STRACCIATELLA

Size Options 60x60cm

Spanish Floor
& Wall Porcelain RectifiedTerrazzo 

Look Matt Lead Time
on Some

Nácar Grafito Miscela Multi-ColourGrafitoNácar Miscela

NEW
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PANGEA
R10

Anti-Slip Spanish Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead 

TimeRectifiedAnti-
Bacterial

Terrazzo
Look Matt

Pangea reflects a natural landscape with a depth of colour 
variants and irregular patterning typical of the terrazzo style.
This carefully balanced design is complete with the new anti-
bacterial technology incorporated into its structure.

Size Options 60x60, 80x80, 60x120cm Mosaic 30x30cm Approx

Ceniza

Ceniza

Crema

Crema

Mostaza Ceniza Amasia

Mostaza Mostaza Rheico

Gris

Gris

Nuez Gris Mosaic Gea Crema Rheico

Nuez Nuez Mosaic Gea

AB|C - ANTIBACTERIAL CERAMIC PROTECTION

NEW
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Nassau by Vives - R10 Slip Resistant
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Pattern 
Tiles

Pattern tiles are a wonderful design option to add a 
creative flair and interest to any area of your home. 
The range of pattern and colour options available 
is vast so we are showcasing a small selection of the 
popular choices in this brochure however we suggest 
you visit one of our showrooms to see more or find 
the option that is perfect for your home design.
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CONTRASTI
Italian Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomePattern Matt

Contrasti Italian porcelain collection recalls the typical hand-made look 
of traditional products, with colours and decorations that are ideally 
suited to a contemporary style. Natural shades and bright colours 
generate a collection of 6 slightly mottled plain tiles, which contrast with 
wonderfully fresh and bright two-tone decors. 

Size Options 20x20cm 

Griggo

Contrasti Tappeto 4*

Anthracite

Contrasti Tappeto 8*

Bianco

Contrasti Tappeto 3*

Ottanio

Contrasti Tappeto 7*

Celadon

Contrasti Tappeto 6*

Contrasti Tappeto 2*

Contrasti Tappeto 9*

Beige

Contrasti Tappeto 5*

Contrasti Tappeto 1*

Contrasti Tappeto 10*

Stepwise
R10

Anti-Slip
STEPWISE R10 ANTI-SLIP
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Good to Know!

StepWise technology provides a 
high degree of slip resistance yet is 
smooth to touch and easy to clean!
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ALAMEDA
Spanish Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomePattern Matt

Alameda is a wonderful collection of encaustic cement effect tiles with an 
extensive range of patterns and styles in a selection of fresh, classic colours. 
These tiles look equally at home in traditional or contemporary settings 
and can be used on their own, with the plain single colour tile or for a more 
individual look complementing patterns and colours can be used together.

Size Options 20x20cm Additional patterns and colours available in this range.
 

Humo

Andrassy Cielo

Nube

Bucareli Cielo

Eliseos Grafito Linden CieloNacar

Andrassy BlancoSuanzes Pardo

Bulnes Grafito Eliseos BlancoAntracite

Bucareli Gris
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SEINE
Spanish Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomePattern Matt

Seine is inspired by the eclecticism of French cultural, artistic trends and 
styles. This range conveys an abundance of personality while also having a 
neutral colour palette that is sophisticated and timeless. This collection has 
a multitude of sizes, formats, mosaics and decorated designs to offer rich 
compositional possibilities.

Size Options 15x15, 20x20cm Additional patterns and colours available in this range.
 

Bezons Grafito Debilly Gris Morland Cielo Morland GrisBezons Crema

Arcole Evry Iena SedarBercy Harve Marly Sevres

Garigliano Cielo Garigliano GrisDebilly Cielo
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POP TILE
Spanish Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomePattern Matt

The eclectic Pop tile collection reflects the essence of 1960’s interior 
design. This range has an abundance of colour with a distinctive style 
which reflects the vibrant and free-spirited character of this iconic era. The 
aesthetics of the time are represented in this bold and colourful collection 
and with its lively designs and variety of choice.

Size Options 15x15cm  Additional patterns and colours available in this range.
 

Bonnie

Pop Art

Carnegie

Pop Art

Fluxus

Pop Art

Bethel

Pop Art 

Ferus

Pop Art

Pop Art

Wha

Cavern

Pop Art

Marquee

Saville

R10
Anti-Slip

R10 ANTI-SLIP
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R9
Anti-Slip Spanish Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomePattern Matt

The Nassau porcelain series is inspired by the sobriety and character 
of cement with graphics full of rich nuances and details. It has a matt 
finish and a subtle neutral colour range with encaustic and geometric 
inspirations which fit beautifully into any kind of setting or style.

NASSAU
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Size Options 20x20cm Additional patterns and colours available in this range.

Crema GrisBlanco Grafito

Taito BlancoPukao BlancoBerkane Negro Kerala GrisBerkane Multi Fiyi Blanco
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R9
Anti-Slip Spanish Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomePattern Matt

The Nassau porcelain series is inspired by the sobriety and character 
of cement with graphics full of rich nuances and details. It has a matt 
finish and a subtle neutral colour range with encaustic and geometric 
inspirations which fit beautifully into any kind of setting or style.

NASSAU GEOMETRIC
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Size Options 20x20cm Additional patterns and colours available in this range.

Crema

Kokomo Gris

Gris

Osaka Multicolour

Blanco

Blanco Kokomo

Grafito

Osaka Blanco Tirol Gris Tirol Gris
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BARNET The Barnet collection includes plain base tiles, decorative tiles and 
mosaics which combine to emulate Victorian floors renowned for 
their elegance. The tiles have a pattern in a mosaic effect with grout 
lines printed between the coloured shapes.

Blanco TerraGris Carron NaturalNatural Carron BlancoNegro Carron Terra

Dorset Marron BlancoHarrow Grafito TerraHalton Marron NaturalMerton Marron

Size Options 31.6x31.6cm Additional patterns and colours available in this range.

Spanish Floor
& Wall Ceramic Lead Time

on SomePattern Matt
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Carron Blanco

Carron Terra

Cenefa

Cenefa Terra

Cantonera

Cantonera Terra

Harrow Grafito

Terra

Blanco

Negro

Negro
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VICTORIAN
R10

Anti-Slip Spanish Floor
& Wall Ceramic Lead Time

on SomePattern Matt

These new additions to the Barnet collection are a selection of 
decorative pieces that imitate the Victorian mosaics. They look great in 
traditional style homes and can be used to wonderful effect in hallways 
and entrances.

Size Options 31.6x31.6cm Additional patterns and colours available in this range.
 

Canterbury YorkKendalHarrogate Blakeney

R10 ANTI-SLIP IDEAL FOR HALLWAYS
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Canterbury

Harrogate

Kendal
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VODEVIL
Spanish Floor

& Wall Ceramic Lead Time
on SomePattern Matt

Vodevil tiles have a classic look with a more daring and original touch 
which offers a visual richness thanks to their individual designs that 
combine a multitude of shapes and colours. The octagons, miniature 
inserts and floral or geometric patterns provide unlimited design options.

Demel Multicolour Flore Gris Variette SombraDiglas Multicolour Paix SombraMusichalls MulticolourFornos Multicolour Wilder Sombra

Size Options 20x20cm Additional patterns and colours available in this range.
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Wilder

Bellaria

Musichalls

Demel

Pombo Pombo

Bellaria

Nácar

Nube

Pink

Olivia

Marrón

Antracita

Nácar

Humo

Nácar

Antracita

Nube

Antracita
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1900
Spanish Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomePattern Matt

The 1900 series reflects the architecture from a century that was famed 
for its style and design. This is an elegant series of floral and geometric 
patterns that can be combined with distinctive corner and border tiles as 
well as solid colour tiles to create a wide range of eye catching effects.

Size Options 20x20cm Additional patterns and colours available in this range.
 

Terrades Grafito Palau Celeste

Calvet Gris

Llagostera Gris

Rotjen Basalto Jujol Grafito

Beltri Celeste

Calvet GrisGibert
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MAORI
Spanish Floor

& Wall Porcelain Lead Time
on SomePattern Matt

Maori merges traditional with ethnic and modern designs for a range 
that is vibrant yet simple. The range also includes designs that are made 
by hand, featuring fine lines and subtle touches of colour.
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Size Options 20x20cm Additional patterns and colours available in this range.
 

Goroka GrisGoroka Musgo

Ladakhi GrafitoLadakhi Cielo

BannaBannaHamar

Ladakhi Grafito TiebeleVanuatu

Goroka Ocre

Ladakhi Ocre TiebeleVanuatu

Goroka Cielo Goroka Grafito
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 Melange Nero by Ragno
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Bathroom Wall 
& Splash Back

Kitchen or bathroom wall tiles can transform the look of 
any room and as they are easy to clean and maintain, tiles 
are particularly suitable for the busiest areas of the home. 

Tiles can be fitted in a myriad of interesting patterns and 
styles to further enhance the design possibilities. Square wall 
tiles have a retro character and are a popular choice at the 
moment and with an angled fitting style our collection of 
smaller square tiles can result in a dramatic effect. 

The range of options in brick size tiles offer enormous 
design potential and with the variety of laying patterns 
for brick tiles you can entirely transform the finished look. 
We love the diagonal fitting style as a striking feature in a 
bathroom or shower area.

Our bathroom wall tile collection is extensive and in this 
brochure we are showcasing just a taste of the popular 
ranges many of which include matching decor and floor 
tiles which will give a unified look to your bathroom.
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MELANGE
Italian Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeSquare Glossy

Mélange is inspired by the charm of “handmade” ceramic - a material 
steeped in experience and history; resulting in a traditional look with 
a contemporary personality. Nine vibrant colours with different tones 
and glaze variations lend a visually irregularity of form in the tile finishes.

Size Options 10x10cm

NEW

Blanco

Nero

Beige

Oltremare

Kaki

Glicine

Bordeaux Teal

Aquamarine
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GLEEZE
Italian Wall Porcelain Lead 

TimeSquareBrick Glossy

Gleeze recalls the hand-craftsmanship and ever-changing materials of 
traditional tile production. Clear shade transitions are embellished with 
dripping rust and iron, irregularities typical of the artisan production 
process. Super-glossy concave and convex surfaces combined with three-
dimensional structures give a distinctive tactile finish.

Size Options  Square 10x10cm Brick 5x15, 7x20cm

NEW

Beige Giada

White Grigio

Turchese
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LOOK
Italian Wall PorcelainBrick Glossy

Look features a very glossy, imperfect surface with variations 
in color and patterning that makes spaces unique. Neutral 
shades feature alongside strong, bright hues like Ocra, Avio, 
Blu and Oliva.

Bianco

Avio

Beige

Blu

Ocra Nero 

Oliva

Size Options 6x24cm

NEW

Lead Time
on Some
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Luca conveys the variations which would be typical of a manual 
coating process in a gloss finish that recreates the vitrified tile of 
yesteryear complete with shadows and tactile 3D textures.LUCA

Size Options 20x20cm

Spanish Wall CeramicSquare Gloss Lead 
Time

Granate Jade Marino
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Village brings contemporary brick tiles and New York 
underground spirit to its projects. The look is invigorated 
by the new mini sizes and square shapes which retain 
the traditional flavour to result in a timeless finish with 
character and personality. 

VILLAGE

Spanish Wall CeramicBrickSquare Gloss Lead Time
on Some
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Size Options  Brick 6.5x13.2, 6.5x20cm  Square 13.2x13.2cm

Mushroom

Walnut BrownEmerald Green

Silver Mist

Aubergine

Mint

Tuscany GoldCloud Volcanic Red

White

Royal Blue

Rose Gold

Teal

Azure BlueBlack
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Dimsey showcases depth, geometric effect and colour in this 
wonderful collection that looks amazing on bathroom walls 
or as a splash back in kitchens. The colours range from white 
and neutral to a selection of vibrant shades and these are 
available in either a flat or beveled style with a glossy finish.

DIMSEY

Size Options 6.5x33.2cm

Spanish Wall CeramicBrick Matt Lead Time
on Some

Anthracite Grey

Marine Ochre Pink White

Ivory Jade
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Good to Know! 

Dimsey is available in both a flat 
and beveled style. The bevel option 
shows the wonderful effects of light 
and shadow in the room.
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Prism wall tiles have a gently beveled edge and a traditional 
brick shape with two options in décor tiles to add character 
and interest to any room. The subtle neutral tones would look 
great paired with wood or industrial concrete effect floor tiles.

PRISM

Size Options 12.5x25cm

Spanish Wall CeramicBrick Gloss

Aqua

Aqua Décor

Aqua Décor

Marine

Marine Décor

Marine Décor

Jade

Jade Décor

Jade Décor

Pearl

Pearl Décor

Pearl Décor

White

White Décor

White Décor

Ivory

Ivory Décor

Ivory Décor

Anthracite

Anthracite Décor

Anthracite Décor

Lead Time 
on Some
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TEMPERA
Italian Wall Ceramic Lead Time

on SomeMatt

Neutral tones and bright colours are complemented by original 
graphic motifs and patterns. The rectified 30x90cm size is 
available in 6 colours, 2 three-dimensional structured tiles in 
shades that match the plain tiles for maximum versatility.

Size Options 30x90cm

Blu

Verde Struttura Shangai 3D Blu Struttura Shangai 3D

Crema Verde

Crema Struttura Shangai 3D

Verde Struttura Trape 3D Blu Struttura Trape 3DCrema Struttura Trape 3D

FangoBianco

Anthracite

Bianco Struttura Shangai 3D Fango Struttura Trape 3D

Bianco Struttura Trape 3D

Rectified
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TERRACRUDA
Italian Wall 6mm Ceramic Rectified Lead Time

on SomeMatt

Terracruda is inspired by a traditional construction material 
which would have been sun-baked mixtures of clay, straw 
and fibres. Warm, natural colours combine with rich, satin 
surfaces that have a soft to the touch tactile appeal.

Size Options 40x120cm Thickness 6mm

Carpet Sabbia Carpet Luce

Luce

Luce 3D

Calce

Calce 3D

Calce 3D

Sabbia

Sabbia 3D

Piombo

Piombo 3D

Luce 3D

Mosaico Piombo

Mosaico Sabbia/Luce
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WALLPAPER
Spanish Wall CeramicMatt

The Wallpaper range is characterised by tactile surfaces, fine 
decorations and exclusive details which are perfectly at home 
with traditional bathroom ware and luxurious brassware. 

Size Options 25x75cm

Bianco Blu Bianco Blu Decor
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Rectified

GLACIER
MATT & GLOSSY

Spanish Ceramic 
WallWhite Matt Glossy

White is the most versatile colour in interior design. It can be an 
elegant feature that never goes out of fashion or it can provide a 
neutral backdrop for any design. The array of textures in these pattern 
tiles can showcase the ever changing interplay of light and shadow for 
a dramatic yet timeless classic look.

Size Options 30x90cm Glossy or Matt Finish
 

Crown

Mojave

Look

Nude NextSyrma

Section

Lead Time
on Some
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Rectified

ZEN
R9

Anti-Slip Spanish Porcelain
Floor

Ceramic 
Wall

Concrete
Look Matt

Zen is a restrained yet versatile collection inspired by 
cement represented in three subtle yet distinct shades with 
décor feature tiles which will accentuate any interior style.

Size Options Ceramic Wall 30x90cm  Porcelain Floor 60x60cm 
 

Grey Floor

White Floor

Grey Wall Art Grey

White Wall

Beige Decor

Beige WallBeige Floor

Taupe Decor
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White Floor

White Mosaic

Stoneage is a classic neutral collection with fine veins and subtle 
colour contrasts which will look beautiful in any setting. The 
collection is made up of wall and floor tiles, plus a variety of 
décors for a unified look.

STONEAGE

White Décor

White Wall

Floor Tile Suggestion
Nassau by Vives

Size Options Ceramic Wall 30x90cm Porcelain Floor 60x60cm

R9
Anti-Slip Spanish Porcelain

Floor
Ceramic 

Wall
Stone
Look Matt
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Progress is an extensive range with an intriguing collection 
of mosaic and décor tiles which complement the 
base solid neutral tiles. The tactile texture of this range 
distinguishes Progress from all others.

Pearl Floor White Floor Pearl Mosaic
2.5x2.5, 5x5cm

White Mosaic
2.5x2.5, 5x5cm

PROGRESS

Décor Majolica Progress Cube WhitePearl Wall White Wall

Size Options Ceramic Wall 30x90cm  Porcelain Floor 60x60cm 
 

RectifiedSpanish Porcelain
Floor

Ceramic 
Wall RectifiedMarble

Look Matt
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Size Options Ceramic Wall 30x90cm  Porcelain Floor 75x75cm 
 

RectifiedSpanish Porcelain
Floor

Ceramic 
Wall RectifiedMarble

Look Matt

Rhapsody encapsulates all the elegance and timeless 
beauty of classic marble with the definition of the veins 
and delicate subtle colour differences and nuances that is 
representative of the natural material.

GrisCrema

Gris FloorCrema Floor

RHAPSODY

Gris WallCrema Wall

Lead Time
on Some
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Stromboli - R9 Anti Slip
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Hexagonal & 
Brick Wall and 
Floor Tiles
Brick and hexagonal tiles are enduringly popular in 
design and these collections offer huge flexibility as they 
can be used for both walls and floors. 

The range of options in brick size tiles offer enormous 
design potential with the variety of laying patterns which 
can entirely transform the finished look. We love the 
herringbone and diagonal fitting styles to create a striking 
design feature.

Selecting a complementary or contrasting shade in 
grout can transform the end result and can have a 
stunning effect with either brick or hexagonal tiles.
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Stromboli is a wonderful collection that opens up a world of possibilities 
for interior design. The colours include neutral shades plus a range of 
deep tones that can be laid in a variety of patterns or can be accentuated 
by the use of contrasting grout colours to create stunning effects.

STROMBOLI

Spanish Wall & 
Floor

PorcelainBrick Matt Lead Time
on Some

R9
Anti-Slip

Good to Know! 

You can transform the look with 
a contrasting grout colour!
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Size Options 9.2x36.8cm

Viridian Green

Canyon

White Plume

Evergreen

Savasana

Glassy Blue Bahia Blue Oxblood

Simply Grey Beige Gobi

Rose Breeze Black City

Good to Know! 

Suitable for walls & floors 
and looks wonderful when 
fitted in herringbone style.
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CALCE This range has a vintage style with a contemporary appeal. Calce 
recreates the traditional “sagramatura” look which has the effect and 
surface texture of bricks with a thin veil of plaster in tasteful, neutral 
shades. Calce’s industrial origins can provide the perfect basis for 
distinctive, individual design schemes.

Perla

Nero

Puro NocciolaPanna

Antracite

Size Options 7x28cm

Italian Wall & 
Floor

PorcelainBrick Matt Lead Time
on Some

R10
Anti-Slip
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Good to Know!
 
The R10 slip resistance means 
Calce is ideal for bathroom 
floors and wet rooms. This 
picture shows how great it looks 
in traditional brick and also 
herringbone style on the floor!
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STRATFORD
R10

Anti-Slip Italian Floor
& Wall Porcelain Lead Time

on SomeRectifiedOutdoor  
Option Matt

Stratford has depth and richness in the tactile concrete-look 
surfaces. The look is enhanced with fresh accents of colour and a 
slightly uneven, matt texture which has a time worn beauty that 
looks great in contemporary settings.

StepwiseHexagonal

NEW

Size Options 120x120, 21x18, 30x60, 60x60, 60x120, 75x75, 75x150cm

Herringbone Mosaic 30x30cm - available in all colours Hexagonal 21x18.2cm - available in all colours

Beige

Beige

Red

Blue

White

White

Dark Grey

Dark Grey

Clay

Clay

Grey

Grey

Green 

Green 

Blue

Grey
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Good to Know!

StepWise technology 
provides a high degree of slip 
resistance yet is smooth to 
touch and easy to clean!
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Spanish Wall & 
Floor PorcelainHexagon Matt Lead Time

on Some

The Heritage range of hexagonal tiles have an intriguing 
tonal variation which elevates the look of any surface. The 
versatility of the range lies in the ability to combine any of 
the colours in creative design for a truly individual look.

HERITAGE
R9

Anti-Slip

Good to Know!

R9 anti-slip rating - suitable 
for use on walls & floors. 
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Size Options 17.5x20cm
 

Snow Shadow

Rose

CarbonIndigo

WineWheat

Jungle
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Kromatika tiles have 12 distinct colours with shade variations that are 
delicate and almost imperceptible in nature. The hexagonal format permits 
creative design through imaginative laying patterns whereby varying  
colours can be used in a single setting for a more eclectic design vision.

KROMATIKA

Size Options Hexagon 11.6x10.1cm

Spanish Wall & 
Floor PorcelainHexagon Matt Lead Time

Denim Blue

Brown

Green

Grey

MintWhite

Naval Blue

Rose

Beige

Blue Clair

Clay

Black

R9
Anti-Slip
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Good to Know! 

R9 anti-slip rating - 
suitable for use on 
walls & floors. 
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Stratford by Ragno
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Mosaic
Tiles

Mosaic tiles continue to be a wonderful option for walls, 
floors and back-splash tiles and the variety of options 
available mean there is a design for every decor. This 
collection is a small selection of the wonderful mosaic 
options available in a variety of shapes, formats and 
materials. Many ranges throughout this brochure and in our 
showrooms have matching mosaic tiles. 

We can also offer bespoke mosaic tile designs where you 
can customised your mosaic and the option to have mosaic 
tiles printed with an image of your choice. This is a popular 
choice for commercial projects where a logo can be 
creatively displayed.
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A selection of the hexagonal mosaic tiles available
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A selection of the hexagonal mosaic tiles available
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A selection of the mosaic tiles available
 

Tech Flame Tech Piano Tech PianoTech OctagonTech Chevron White Tech Chevron Blue

Tech White Penny Tech Grey Penny Tech Honey CombTech White York Tech Bone York Tech Grey York
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A selection of the mosaic tiles available
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A selection of the mosaic tiles available
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Onix are a renowned manufacturer of quality 
mosaic tiles innovatively combining different 
materials including porcelain, glass and metals in a 
variety of colours and textures to deliver a complete 
collection with options to suit any interior design.

Onix Mosaic Creator
Inspiring unique designs are also possible using 
the Onix Mosaic Creator, the revolutionary web 
application which makes it possible to customise 
designs and personalise patterns on floors and walls. 
This design tool allows you choose the colours and 
finishes of mosaics and select from the different 
format including hexagonal, traditional square and 
large square. The tool also comes with a colour 
palette for the grout which will be a key factor in 
the final look of the project.

ONIX MOSAICS
CUSTOM DESIGNS
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Digital Printing on Mosaic

Logos, letterings, illustrations or photographs can all 
be digitally printed onto mosaics in high definition 
with exceptional colour intensity for powerful 
customisation of any interior décor. These finishes 
are highly durable, maintaining colour integrity, 
resisting cold and heat and can be used on curved 
or exterior surfaces.

Ask the design team in your local showroom for 
more details about how you can bring your design 
vision to life.

ONIX MOSAICS
PRINTED DESIGNS
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Glocal by Mirage
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Outdoor 
Tiles

Porcelain tiles have revolutionised how we can finish terraces 
and patios offering a host of design possibilities while also 
providing functional benefits that ensure your outdoor area is 
easy to maintain and will look wonderful for years to come. An 
R11 anti-slip rating is required for outdoor use.

Indoor / Outdoor Design
Indoor and outdoor tiles from the same range will allow for 
an attractive continuity between the two spaces, seamlessly 
extending your living space to the outdoors. Many ranges have 
an R9 or R10 slip rated version for use indoors which can be 
paired with a matching outdoor tile with R11 anti-slip finish.

Tile Thickness
20mm extra thick tiles are designed exclusively for outdoor 
use while tiles with a standard 10mm thickness can also be 
used outdoors if they have an anti-slip rating of R11 and are 
fixed with suitable adhesive. 
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GLOCAL
R11

Anti-Slip Italian Porcelain Lead TimeRectifiedMatt

Glocal is inspired by the power of concrete. It is a neutral, exceptionally 
versatile collection with a light, delicate look and a clean-cut texture. It is 
available in nine neutral shades, ranging from white to anthracite, as well 
as a series of cold and warm grey nuances that combine attractively.

Size Options 80x80, 120x120cm  Thickness 20mm

Type SugarAbsoluteClassic ChamoisPerfect Ideal

Indoor  
Option

Concrete
Look

Outdoor 
Tile
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Good to Know!

Matching indoor tiles in the 
same colour are available 
offering visual continuity so you 
can seamlessly extend your living 
space to the patio or terrace.
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QUARZITI
R11

Anti-Slip Italian Porcelain Lead TimeRectifiedMatt

Quarziti is a stone-effect tile that is characterised by a shading effect that 
recreates the authentic diversity of natural stone. A variety of modular, 
single-sized shapes gives you absolute freedom to install the material in the 
composition of your choice. The two natural surfaces used - R10 and R11 - 
also allow you to perfectly coordinate indoor and outdoor areas.

Size Options 30x60, 45x90, 60x60, 60x120cm  Thickness 20mm

Waterfall MantleRiver Glacier Mountains 

Indoor  
Option

Stone
Look

Outdoor 
Tile
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Good to Know!

Outdoor tiles are super easy to clean & 
maintain. Porcelain is strong and durable 
to resist scratches, stains and moss growth 
and the wonderful colour will not fade or  
become dull over time so your patio or 
terrace will look great for years to come!
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SILVERLAKE
R11

Anti-Slip Italian Porcelain Lead TimeRectifiedMatt

This collection is a new take on quartzite stone effect tiles, complete 
with elegant nuances, painstaking details and soft veining effects, which 
are obtained thanks to the advanced production technology’s ability to 
faithfully reproduce the variable colours of the natural material.

Size Options 60x60, 80x80, 60x120cm  Thickness 20mm

Indoor  
Option

Stone
Look

Outdoor 
Tile

OrsiMoroNemiBraies MoritzResia
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Good to Know!

BAL supply professional quality 
leveling compounds, adhesive and 
grout and also provide expertise 
and the technical solutions for 
fitting outdoor tiles.  Ask our 
experienced team  for more details.
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CONCEPT
R11

Anti-Slip Italian Porcelain Lead Time
on SomeRectifiedMatt

Concept is today’s interpretation of concrete for sophisticated design. 
Its slightly structured surface combines with plain, neutral shades for a 
minimalist design scheme offering a unique interior design opportunity.
Matching indoor version available.

Size Options  60 x 60cm  Thickness 20mm

Indoor  
Option

Concrete
Look

Outdoor 
Tile

Grigio Nero Beige Greige
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WOODTALE
R11

Anti-Slip Italian Porcelain Rectified Lead TimeWood
Look

Outdoor
Tile Matt

WoodTale by Ragno is inspired by salvaged oak with large rectified 
wood look slabs that show all the vein patterns, knots and strong 
colour contrasts of time worn, natural oak matched by an authentic 
“feel” surface on every single board.

Size Options   40x120, 60x60cm  Thickness 20mm
 

Noce

Nocciola Miele

Quercia Betulla

Indoor  
Option
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Glocal & Jewels by Mirage
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Tile 
Finishing

Protect your investment by ensuring your tile finishing 
products are suitable for your tiles and for the surface 
onto which you are tiling. BAL is the brand professionals 
trust and with their 25 year performance guarantee you 
can be assured that if your tiles are fitted as specified 
using BAL products they will last a lifetime. The team in 
your local Tubs & Tiles branch will be able to offer expert 
advice and guidance.

Creative design in your bathroom need not be limited 
by the constraints of the room - construction board 
designed for bathrooms or shower areas and this 
lightweight material can be used to create a variety of 
surfaces onto which you can tile. This gives you the 
flexibility to create shower trays, walled showers, shower 
seats, curved walls, vanity units, shelving and much more. 
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Jackoboard
Construction Board

The construction board system provides unlimited 
design flexibility in your bathroom. Finished on both 
sides with a special coating and reinforcing fibreglass 
mesh, they are ready to be tiled, rendered or plastered.

- Waterproof
- Lightweight 3-6kg per m2
- Easy to cut and trim to size
- High strength
- Optimal insulation properties
- Meets building standards
- Designed for areas of high moisture

Jackoboard Plano boards for walls, floors, 3-dimensional design features

Jackoboard Flexo & Flexo Plus pre-cut boards for curved shapes and 
bespoke design solutions

Jackoboard Aqua floor level shower bases for walk-in showers and 
wetrooms in many different designs

Jackoboard Wabo the fast and easy way to panel bathtubs

Jackoboard Canto angled sections for fast pipe cladding

Jackoboard Sabo kits for cladding wall-hung WC systems
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Wall Niches
& Shelves

Wall niches are an elegant way to create easily accessible storage space in 
your bathroom. The light weight pre-fabricated niches are coated with 
special mortar and fiberglass mesh which offers high compressive strength 
and can be tiled directly without any preparatory work. The niches are also 
water repellent and are suitable for areas with high moisture loads such as 
showers and wetrooms.

Wall niches come in various sizes and depths to match any bathroom style.

- 350 x 250 x 100mm  - 350 x 250 x 150mm
- 350 x 350 x 100mm - 350 x 350 x 150mm
- 350 x 450 x 100mm - 350 x 450 x 150mm
- 350 x 1600 x 150mm 
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Grout 
& Silicone

Snow

White

Manilla

Jasmine

Pebble

Anthracite

Taupe Grey

Smoke Storm Grey

Dovetail

Tornado Sky

Gunmetal

Ebony

Additional colours available. Image colours below 
are an approximate representation only. Ask in our 
showrooms for recommendations and colour 
charts.

Peppermint

Pink Champagne

Primrose

Cornflower White

Mahogany 

Hazel

Walnut 

Grout is one of the most important products to complete 
the look of your tiles. The unrivaled selection of shades in the 
Micromax 2 range are suitable for walls and floors and can be 
used to complement or contrast with your choice of tiles.

A Selection of Available Colour Options 
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Adhesive 
& Leveler

7

Choosing the correct surface preparation products and adhesive 
is important to ensure your tiles will be fitted correctly and will 
continue to look beautiful for years to come. 

1
2

3

4
5

7

6

PRIMER
Preparation is key when tiling to ensure a high quality, long lasting result 

from your tiles. BAL primer is used to prepare the surface and increase 

the bond of the adhesive, leveling and waterproofing compounds onto 

the surface. Substrates that may be porous or impervious, very smooth 

or rough, or dusty and powdery require a primer.

UNCOUPLING MATTING
Protects floor tiling against cracks, fractures and other damage caused 

by stresses and lateral movement in the substrate, it is suitable for most 

problematic floor substrates including timber floors, new screeds and 

floors with under-tile heating systems. 

LEVELING & SMOOTHING COMPOUNDS
Bal Level Max is an all-in-one floor leveler with Fibre Strand Technology 

(FST) for added flexibility and strength, self-smoothing capability, and 

low shrinkage. BAL Level Max has a maximum bed depth up to 80mm 

in a single application – the largest in the market. It is suitable for use 

over timber at 3mm, accepts foot traffic in three hours and can be tiled 

after only four hours.

WATER PROOFING
BAL Tank-it and Waterproofing Kits provide total waterproof protection 

which is ideal for power showers, wet rooms and total immersion areas.

WALL & FLOOR TILE ADHESIVE
Adhesive creates the foundation for your tiles and we can offer a 

comprehensive range of market leading innovative solutions from BAL. 

The expert team at Tubs & Tiles will advise on how to choose the 

correct tile adhesive according to the tile type, size and purpose. 

ADHESIVE FOR LARGE FORMAT FLOOR TILES
Large format tiles have specific requirements to ensure correct adhesion 

and a beautiful long lasting finish. Bal Flex One flexible floor tile adhesive 

is recommended for large format floor tiles to prevent problems such as 

lippage, hollow sounds, tile cracking or de-bonding over time.

GROUT & SILICONE
BAL Micromax 2 is a universal grout which can be used for grout joints 

as narrow as 1mm and as wide as 20mm. It is superfine, consistent, 

strong and flexible to avoid shrinkage, slumping or cracking and sets 

within 2-3 hours for fast track tiling completion. Micromax contains 

built-in Microban� anti-mould and anti-mildew protection.

Matching Micromax silicone and sealants available (excluding Vivid 

Views colours).

1

2

3

4

5

6

BAL offers an unrivaled 
25 year guarantee 
when products are 
used as specified.
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NOTES
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